ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Reflectance control is a major issue for multicrystalline-silicon (mc-Si) photovoltaic (PV) modules. Single-crystal silicon (sc-Si) cells commonly use anisotropic etches to form a textured surface to reduce surface reflectance. These anisotropic etches are less effective with mc-Si substrates because the grains have random crystal orientations. Hence, most commercial mc-Si PV modules use cells with planar surfaces. The planar surfaces of commercial mc-Si cells reduce the efficiency of mc-Si modules by about 1.5% absolute compared to commercial sc-Si modules with textured cells [I] .
Several research groups have recently proposed texturing mc-Si by mechanical methods, e.g., dicing wheels and saws. Mechanical texturing can achieve minimum throughput requirements for commercial production with special tooling, and several research groups recently demonstrated very low reflectances and high-efficiency mc-Si cells with mechanical texturing [2, 3, 4] . These researchers used commercial dicing saws with a single blade, so the throughput was very IOW. These reports also did not optimize the texture geometry for encapsulation. Chemical texturing of mc-Si with anisotropic etches has also been reported [5] .
I
Front Surface Back Surface Figure 1 . Illustration of optical confinement in one-sun photovoltaic modules. The scattering surface can either be a solar cell with a textured surface or a coating deposited on a planar silicon cell with a high refractive index. environmental stability.' Several researchers have noted that the effective reflectance at the encapsulation-solar cell interface can be significantly reduced in a PV module by promoting optical confinement of light reflected from the solar cell !;urface in the module encapsulation [1, 5, 6, 7] . However, this principle lias not been previously applied to textured mc-Si cells.
This paper examines optimization of mechanically textured mc-Si substrates for use in an encapsulated module. A key finding of our study is that relatively shallow texture geometries have acceptable reflectance characteristics. This paper begins with a description of optical confinement in PV modules. We next present two optical models of flat-plate PV modules with textured-silicon cells. We briefly discuss our mechanical-and chemical-texture techniques for mc-Si, including preliminary development of high-throughput tooling for mechanical texturing. We conclud'e the paper with characterization of chemically and mechanically textured, encapsulated mc-Si samples.
OPTICAL CONFINEMENT IN PHOTOVOLTAIC MODULES
Textured surfaces can reduce reflectance in PV modules by two methods. The first method reduces reflectance at the textured-silicon surface by forcing the incident ray to strike the textured surface two or more times before reflecting from the surface. For uniform pyramids or grooves, the texture angle must be greater than 30" to experience any double-bounce reflectance. (Texture angle is the angle between the horizontal and the texture surface.) More rays experience multiplebounce reflectance at steeper texture angles, so that minimization of reflectance favors steeper texture ;angles. Steep texture angles place more severe requirements on the mechanical texture tooling and produce difficult surface geometries for processing.
The second method that a textured surface can reduce reflectance in a PV module is by optical confinement of scattered rays in the module encapsulation ( Figure 1 ). Optical confinement refers to confinement of rays in a material with a high refractive index at an interface with a material with a lower refractive index due to total internal reflection [8] . In PV modules, the rays reflected from the solar cell surface can experience total internal reflectioii at the glass-air interface if the reflecting surface scatters the direction of the rays (Figure 1 ). The net result of optical confinement is to reduce the effective reflectance at the encapsulation-solar cell interface. For glass encapsulation with a refractive index of 1.5, the texture angle only needs to be greater than 22.5" to obtain optical confinement [7] .
This work was performed by Sandia National Laboratories for the US DE-AC04-94AL85000. 
OPTICAL MODELS
We used two optical models to examine the reflectance of PV modules with textured silicon cells. The first model uses a ray-tracing numerical model developed by Smith and Rohatgi [9] . This model is rigorously accurate in the simulation, but is limited in the types of surface geometry that can be simulated.
The second model is a simple thick-film optical model of the PV module. This model requires some assumptions to simulate the optical confinement in the module encapsulation. We only considered a slat geometry for mechanically textured surfaces because this geometry can be scribed in a single pass of the mechanical scriber. A simple two-dimensional ray-tracing plot shows that most light is coupled out of the module after two passes with uniform grooves. (Uniform grooves have the same texture angle on both surfaces of the groove.) We assumed that light is fully coupled out after two passes for textured cells with a slat geometry in our thick-film optical model. The only adjustable parameter in this model is the reflectance at the glass-air interface after the first pass, which is proportional to the fraction of reflected light that is not scattered at the encapsulation-solar cell interface.
A thick-film optical model of chemically textured mc-Si cells is more complicated due to the spatial non-uniformities of the texture. There are at least two adjustable parameters in a model of chemically textured mc-Si. Firstly, the model must account for the fraction of grains that are sufficiently textured to obtain optical confinement. Secondly, the effective encapsulation-cell reflectance of the textured grains is not known a priori because the textured grains will exhibit a range of reflectances --e.g., the orientation and texture on some grains may produce "double-bounce" reflectance, while other grains with singlebounce reflectance might trap the light for two passes or for four passes. Texture Angle (degrees) Figure 3 . Effect of texture angle on reflectance of textured silicon cells with a slat geometry. There is no antireflection coating on the silicon cell and the air-glass reflectance was set to 0.
DESIGN OF MECHANICALLY TEXTURED mc-Si SURFACES
We used our ray-tracing model to examine the design of mechanically textured mc-Si surfaces ( Figure 3 ). These simulations examined silicon cells with uniform grooves. These simulations used no antireflection coating on the silicon cell and the air-glass reflectance was set to zero to highlight the effect of the texture geometry. Note that the simulated encapsulated reflectance is therefore equal to the effective reflectance at the encapsulation-solar cell interface. We found that very significant reductions in the encapsulated reflectance are achieved at a texture angle of only 22.5". This reduction of reflectance is due to confinement of rays in the module by total internal reflection at the glass-air interface ( Figure 1 ). Note that a texture angle of 45" would be required to obtain the same reflectance without the optical benefits due to the encapsulation.
Wenham et alia examined a very similar problem --encapsulated silicon cells with grooves formed by (1 11) planes [6] . They found that the optical confinement in the module could be improved even further by using non-uniform grooves. Proper design of the non-uniform grooves confine the rays in the module for at least four passes, which would further reduce the effective reflectance at the encapsulation-solar cell interface.
Our simulations considered only normal incidence. Most PV modules are used in a fixed configuration or with single-axis tracking where the position of the sun relative to the normal of the module varies continuously. Campbell, Wenham, and Green considered oblique incidence for a similar problem of grooved surfaces with tilted (111)
planes: these authors found acceptable performance for non-normal incidence when the groove axis is aligned with the solar trajectory [IO] .
PREPARATION OF TEXTURED mc-Si SAMPLES
A major limitation of mechanical texture tooling developed to date is throughput; typically, a dicing saw was used with a single blade, which could require up to 40 minutes to mechanically texture a 100-cm* slice. We believe that an optimized machine would use a monolithic tool rather than stacked blades, and would texture a 100-cm2 mc-Si slice in a single pass. SAN projected the following for an optimized machine with a monolithic tool for cutting 45O grooves (11):
* a throughput between 100 and 250 slices per hour a blade lifetime of 1200 m (12,500 100cm2 slices) equipment cost between $175K and $220K per machine blade cost of $2.2K and resharpening cost of $lK a net scribing cost per wafer between 0.10 and 1.00 $/slice
We prepared some mechanically textured, mc-Si and sc-Si (Czochralski -Cz) samples to test our optical models. The mcSi samples were grown using the Heat Exchanger Method (HEM) by Crystal Systems. These samples were textured with the stacked beveled blades by SAN. We then etched these samples in a 151 nitric:hydrofluoric acid solution for 3 minutes to remove residual damage from the mechanical texturing. The samples had a texture angle around 45" and 32" before and after the etch, respectively. The texture angle was severely degraded by the chemical etch, which may be related to increased etching rates at the groove tips ( Figure 4 ).
We also prepared some chemically textured mc-Si samples using HEM and Edge-defined Film-fed Growth (EFG) material from ASE Americas (formerly Mobil Solar). Chemical texturing using potassium-or sodiumhydroxide solutions is a well-known technique that is widely used in scSi solar cells [12] . Chemical texturing probably has a lower cost per slice than mechanical texturing, so comparing the performance of mechanical and chemical texturing is of interest. We used a solution of 12525 of deionized water:potassium hydroxide:isopropyl alcohol at 70°C. We found that 5-, IO-, and 15-minute etches produced similar reflectance characteristics on the HEM material. Due to the random crystal orientation of the grains, some grains etch more rapidly than other grains. Hence, a shorter etch is preferred to avoid large step heights at grain boundaries.
CHARACTERIZATION OF TEXTURED mc-Si SAMPLES
We measured the hemispherical reflectance of the textured samples both prior to and after encapsulation. Half of each sample received a single-layer antireflection (SLAR) coating of evaporated Ti02. We then calculated the solar-weighted reflectance of each sample (Table 1) . In order to emphasize differences due to changes in the encapsulationcell reflectance, the solar-weighted reflectance calculation only used the spectrum between 300 and 1000 nm. (The reflectance spectra for wavelengths greater than 1000 nm are affected by reflectance of the back surface of the silicon sample.) Figure 4b . Photomicrograph of mechanically textured surface after a chemical etch.
We used our thick-film optical model to examine the reflectance of the encapsulated, mechanically textured, Cz sample ( Figure 5) . We found that a front-surface internal reflectance of 50% matched the measured data, which implies that only 50% of the rays reflected from the silicon surface experienced total internal reflection at the glass-air interface. All the rays reflected from 30" grooves should experience total internal reflection; the reduced reflectance is due to the rounded bottoms on the grooves (Figure 4 ).
We also used our thick-film optical model to investigate the chemically textured, mc-Si reflectance spectra. By both visual inspection and through optical modeling, we found that the approximately 50% of the grains are sufficiently textured to obtain reflectance reduction through optical confinement. We also found that the effective reflectance at the encapsulationcell interface for the textured grains was equivalent to two passes of double-bounce andlor four passes of single-bounce reflectance. Since only a few of the grains have upright pyramids with double-bounce reflectance, this ohjervation is an indirect confirmation of the theoretical prediction by 'Nenham et alia that tilted (111) pyramids lead to superior optical confinement (61. An interesting observation is that the non-textured grains appear to be "polished" by the texture etch; grains with orientations near (111) or (110) are probably planarized by the anisotropic etch.
We were unable to fabricate cells with the mechanically textured mc-Si material because the surface features were too large to be processed with our photolithography processes ( Figure 4 ). We were able to process cells with the chemically textured mc-Si material, and we used chemical texturing for fabrication of large-area 16%-efficient mc-Si cells for our recent demonstration of a 15%-efficient mc-Si module [13] . Chemical texturing of mc-Si cells reduced the solar-weighted encapsulated reflectance by 50% compared to planar cells ( Figure 6 ).
SUMMARY
We presented the results of an experimental and theoretical investigation of mechanical-and chemical-texture techniques for mc-Si material. We obtained low solar-weighted reflectances for both chemically and mechanically textured, encapsulated mc-Si samples using texture processes with reasonable throughputs.
There are two important results from this work. Firstly, we found that optical confinement of scattered rays is an important phenemon in flatplate PV modules. Optical confinement was found to be very important for reducing the reflectance of all the encapsulated, textured mc-Si samples in this study. We even found that optical confinement affects the encapsulated reflectance of some nominally planar samples. For example, the planar HEM samples of Table 1 had an entirely diffuse reflectance characteristic prior to encapsulation, which is probably due to small-scale texture from the slicing operation. The reflectance of these encapsulated, planar HEM samples were nearly as low as the reflectance of the encapsulated, chemically textured, HEM samples (Table 1) due to the optical confinement of rays scattered from the small-scale texture.
The second important result from this work is that relatively shallow texture angles yield acceptable results for mechanically textured, mc-Si cells. The use of shallow texture angles, possibly combined with nonuniform groove geometries, is an important result because the tooling and processing for mechanical texturing may be less expensive and have better throughput with shallower texture angles. As an example, preliminary projections by SAN for 30" grooves indicates that the cost of the mechanical grooving step could be reduced by one-half compared to machining 45" grooves [14] . Similarly, with the relaxed requirements on texture geometries, other texturing methods could be considered.
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Wavelength (nm) Figure 6 . Hemispherical reflectance of encapsulated, mc-Si solar cells. The solar-weighted reflectance of the planar and textured cells are 9% and 6%, respectively. These cells have a Ti02/AIz03 doublelayer antireflection coating.
